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PREFERRED PACKAGING ITALY srl  - Sede operativa: Via dell’Artigianato, 34 - 36030 San Vito di Leguzzano (Vicenza) Italy 
Tel. + 39 0445 580093 - Fax +39 0445 584609  - Tel. e Fax + 39 0445 602907 - info@preferredpack.it - www.preferredpack.it 

Magazzino e logistica: Via Tolomeo, 11 - 36034 Malo (Vicenza) Italy

leader in the manufacturing packaging equipment

Different chambers sizes available for a 
wide products range.

Possibility to "vaccum-pack" various 
products also non-food  in automatic.

High quality iso certificated components.

Different sizes of vacuum chamber available 
depending on the products sizes. Different 
configurations with 2/3/4 chambers for higher 
speed or vacuum.

Film inverting head –triangle for center folded or 
flat film . NO premade bags. Machine works in 
line with film roll. High versatility and film costs 
saving.

Intralox conveyor belts or flat easy disassemble 
conveyor (depending on the products type) 
perfect for the clearing.

Side sealing machine 3 belts for products 
wrapping before vacuum. Strong air tight 
sealing.

Gas injection system. Modified atmosphere 
available also.

Packaging machine & vacuum chambers 
can be connected by conveyors, 
dividers depending on customer’s need. 
Customized layout.

vacuum line
What is development if not the best result with less effort & consumption? The world keeps on 

going and our technology comes before.

High versatility of the machine allows to pack in vacuum 

different products, sizes in automatic. In line automatic 

packaging machines, first creates the right bag size and 

then vacuum pack the products  wrapped. Finally a solution 

for the vacuum packaging of many different food products 

without need of pre made bags. Automatic packaging 

vacuum machine working with flat or center fold roll of film. 

Innovation consist in using film roll instead of premade 

bags. More versatility in change of format and 40% of 

saving in the film cost. The only available machine able to 

work in automatic in line with film roll and create a vacuum 

pack. Multiformat machine without rigid conformer, without 

premade bags. 

Canter level structure that allows an easy clearing and 

accessibility of the machine, perfect in the Food Industry. 

Can be combined with a canter level shrink tunnel with 

opening chamber and canter level additional in feed belt. 

Packaging painted line, not stainless steel, for non-food 

products available also.    
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technical features 

Speed: depending on the layout  and 
level of vacuum requested. Different 
and customized  layouts to encounter all 
customer’s needs.

Different layouts can be studied to respond 
to customer's needs, with more vacuum 
chambers for higher speed.

Complete packaging vaccum lines, 
composed by side sealing machine with air 
tight sealing & VACUUM chamber machine.

The packaging machine creates the bag 
by the film roll with the right measure. No 
need to buy different sizes of costly pre 
made bags .

Sealing dimensions 500 mm 500 mm 600 mm 600 mm

Max product width 400 mm 400 mm 500 mm 500 mm

Max product length unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited

Max product height 200 mm 200 mm 200 mm 200 mm

Film width 650 mm 650 mm 750 mm 750 mm

Reel diameter 350 mm 350 mm 350 mm 350 mm

Working height 900+/- 50 900+/- 50 900+/- 50 900+/- 50

Machine dim. (LxWxH) 2300x1300x1500 2300x1400x1500 2600x2000x1650 2900x2500x1550

Machine weight 800 Kg 800 Kg 800 Kg 800 Kg
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